
Dammit! BCC Does Not Segregate
Some argumcnls arc built on Gibraltar, standing the onslaught of time. 

Such arguments are indicative o f authors who carefully turn situations over 
in their minds, authorswho prod an issue, liftitup, tum it over, make careful 
analyses and duly record their observations. Needless to say, this kind of 
argument is rare. Other arguments are formed from clay and can be broken 

down with just the right amount of intellectual digging or can be dissolved 
with the waters of reason. And then there arc the arguments built on the 

sinking sands of ignorance. Against any type of scrutiny, these simply 
cannot stand. A particularly irritating example of this last type of argument 

is summed up by these words: “A free-standing Black Cultural Center 
promotes segregation.”

This belief is found wanting on several counts. First, it is highly 
offensive to African Americans to be told that the stxidy of their culture 

inevitably promotes segregation. A properly-equipped BCC is just like an 
Afro-American Studies course or a women studies class; it should not and 
will not be limited to just the groups whom the course is about. A BCC is 
for the edification o f the entire campus. Of course, many whites, fean'ul of 
being a temporary minority, will avoid the center, and if that is the case, the 
finger should be pointed squarely at them for voluntarily segregating 
themselves (which of c o iu ^  is their right).

But UNC Chancellor Paul Hardin and many others have taken a different 
and very peculiar stance: they think that only afree-standing BCC would be 
segregative. How odd! This same chancellor, seemingly a rational fellow, 
told the public on March 17 that Dean o f Student Affairs Donald Boulton 
was possibly looking into Chase Hall as a short-term site for a BCC. Chase 
Hall is on South Campus, where the vast majority o f campus blacks reside, 
and placing a BCC there would greatly frustrate the few legitimate efforts 

to bring black students northward. If any BCC plan would promote 
segregation this one would, so one has to question the real reason the 
chancellor is opposed to a free-standing facility. I will be the first to say I 
don’t know. If placement of the center did determine its level o f multiracial 

interaction, then one question immediately surfaces. W hatiftheccnter was 
housed in a centralized place on North Campus as promised by the UNC 
Board of Trustees, according to some students? A place like Howell Hall, 
Ter insUiricc'^

The extremely conservative campus publication. The Carolina Critic, 
has u ken  a similarly extreme position on the BCC. They liken BCC- 
supporters to white supremacists in South Africa, whci,want to uphold the 
system of oppression and injustice there. I suppose then, that once we angiy 
negroes carve out our spot on the University landscape, we will begin our 
reign of unchecked terror and systematically deny whites the opportunity to 
go toclass and vote in campus elections? That this comparison can even crop 
up in a respected academic institution proves the statement made by one 
contemporary rap musician: public education is making some dumber.

W hen someone or some institution does not want to do something, there 
are always legitimate arguments against doing it. These arguments range 
from the rock-hard ones to just simply saying, “ I don’t want to do it.” For 

instance, a multicultiu'al center makes sense, although one is led to question 

why this idea remained unmentioned until students began agitating for a 
black cultural center. I would even rather hear a frank denial than a 
ridiculous argument built on not even sand, but excrement. Because no 
matter which way you ttrni it chancellor, it still stinks.

God Bless, Myron B. Pitts
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